TIMELINE

SPRING 2009
FAB concept born during dinner at the home of Vijay Mahajan, Social Entrepreneur and Founder of BASIX

SUMMER 2009
FAB meets the Center for Financial Inclusion “BOPreneur” Paul Hudnut tweets about FAB

FALL 2009
FAB Founder, Bhagwan Chowdhry, blogs about the FAB concept

SPRING 2010
FAB appears in The Economist, Fast Company, Smart Money and other international publications

FAB featured in Forbes, CNN and Financial Access Initiative

FAB at CFED (Corporation for Enterprise Development) Conference

FAB featured at CFED (Corporation for Enterprise Development) Conference

FAB featured in Stanford Social Innovation Review

WINTER 2011
Nandan Nilekani invited team of UCLA Anderson MBA students to the field to observe rollout of Unique Identification Authority of India

FAB featured at Pacific Microfinance Week Conference

FAB featured at Pacific Microfinance Week Conference

FAB featured in Forbes, CNN and Financial Access Initiative

FAB prepares feasibility study for pilots in Ghana and Samoa

FAB Concept Note and Global Consultations Launch

Paganucci Fellows from Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth and Credit Suisse Virtual Volunteers support feasibility studies

FAB featured in Forbes, CNN and Financial Access Initiative

FAB featured in Stanford Social Innovation Review

www.financialaccessatbirth.org